This Country Tribute

“Series 4 Episode 1 – Cheese”

steviehutch@gmail.com

Scene 1 - Kurtan and Kerry are having a day out in Chipping Norton. They are
“celebrity spotting” and loitering around outside WH Smith’s hoping to spot
celebrities leaving.
Kurtan - speaking indirectly to camera
“Yeah, we do get a lot of celebrities around here, especially in Chipping Norton”.
Kerry - speaking indirectly to camera
“You see Jeremy Clarkson a lot. He is either coming out of an off license, or scowling at
people.”
Kurtan
“That bloke from Blur”.
Kerry
“Damon Albarn?”
Kurtan
“No, the one that makes cheese, and likes to write to newspapers about his cheese”.
Kerry
“Alex James?”.
Kurtan
“That’s who I mean. If ever there was a reason not to take drugs, then Alex James is it. He must
have taken sooooo many drugs when he was playing the guitar in Blur. All he can do now is
make cheese. Poor bloke. Mind you, it must be bloody good cheese as he spent over 1 million
quid hosting a fair in 2011. I don’t think he ever got his money back from that one.”
Kerry.
“I remember that, it was called a Beastival, or a Feastival or something. Jamie Olivier was there
too, trying to flog a load of his cook books to rich people. Kurtan and I went for a laugh,
everyone was off their heads on strong cider and you could help yourself to as much cheese as
you liked”.
Kurtan
“I have never been so sick in all my life”.
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Scene 2 - Vicar is talking to camera while walking around tables at a bring-andbuy / charity bash for the church. He speaks in his usually over-enthusiastic
manner.
Rev. Francis Seaton
“Chipping Norton does indeed attract an awful lot of celebrities. Which in itself is a good thing,
as some are quite generous when it comes to our little fund-raising events like this one. The
church vestry is in urgent need of repair, so I’ve organised this charity bring and buy event. I
think events like this help relieve their conscience for past transgressions. Alex James, is
always a very generous supporter”.
(The Vicar walks past a table that is struggling to support the weight of 15 enormous wheels of
cheese).
Rev. Francis Seaton
‘’Jeremy Clarkson is another generous supporter”
(The Vicar walks past 25 life size cardboard images of Jeremy Clarkson in jeans and leather
jacket, grinning. There is also a table groaning under the weight of Jeremy Clarkson
biographies)
Rev. Francis Seaton - (picking up one of the Jeremy Clarkson books),
“WH Smiths can’t give these away, so I offered to take them off their hands. They had no room
to store them, and the books were apparently just taking up valuable shelf space”.

Scene 3 - back outside WH Smith’s again. Kerry and Kurtan are still loitering,
hoping to see a celebrity.
Kurtan
“I would actually kill for a cup of coffee at the moment. How long are we going to hang around
here then Kerr? Maybe we should have gone to Milton-Under-Wychwood with Slugs. He’s
working in the Shaven Crown and can get us cheap beer”.
Kerry - (Pulls her bored face)
“It is a bit early for celebs. They don’t normally appear till lunchtime”.
Kurtan - (speaking to camera crew)
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“Don’t you lot get a coffee break soon? ‘Cos if you keep filming Kerry, I can go and get some
coffees. I don’t have any money on me, but if you can lend me some, I’ll pay you back later.
(murmurings of agreement from film crew)
Kurtan
Do you want anything Kerr, ‘cos they might be able to chip in for you too”?
Kerry
‘I wouldn’t mind some chips”
Kurtan
(goes around collecting money from camera crew in order to buy coffees)
“I think we might need a little bit more if Kerry needs chips, is that ok guys?”
(he goes around again getting some more loose change and a very reluctant £5 from the boom
operator).
Kerry
(noticing all the money Kurtan has collected),
“I don’t suppose there is enough for some fish to go with the chips, as I am starving. I haven’t
had anything to eat since breakfast”.
Kurtan leaves to go to the Cafe Nero a few doors down from WH Smiths. Camera shows Kerry
looking bored as people come and go from WH Smith’s.
After a couple of minutes, Boris Johnson emerges from WH Smith’s with a carrier bag. He is
wearing very brightly patterned / floral running shorts and a slogan T-shirt (slogan reads “I’ve
just run through a field of wheat”). He notices the camera crew. [note, if Boris Johnson can’t be
persuaded to play himself in the comedy, then try another celebrity from the Chipping Norton
set. Rebekah Brooks/Jeremy Clarkson/Alex James?]
Boris - (recognising Kerry Mucklowe immediately).
You’re that what’s her name from that documentary. Kati, no, Kerry. ‘This Country’ isn’t it?
Bloody funniest thing I’ve seen for ages. Huge fan. Here. I’ve got a joke for you.”
(Kerry is speechless / gobsmacked, and insulted, as she thought it was a documentary she was
appearing in, not a comedy.)
Boris
“there’s a game of football in the jungle, and the ants are playing against the elephants.
Suddenly, a disaster happens. An elephant steps on an ant, killing him in an instant. The game
stops immediately and the ants rally around their dead friend. ‘How could you kill our friend’
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shouted the ants. ‘It is outrageous’. The elephant replies. ‘I am really, truly sorry, but I didn’t
mean to kill your friend. I was only trying to tackle him’”.
(Kerry can’t quite get over the fact Boris Johnson is telling her a joke, but you can hear the
camera crew laughing politely).
Boris
“you can use that in your documentary thingy if you like, anyway, must dash. Have a meeting in
London I need to attend”.
Boris disappears just as Kurtan appears with cups of coffee, and some fish and chips for Kerry.
Kerry (speaking directly to Kurtan).
“Oh, my, god. Oh, my, god. You will not believe who we just ran into.”
Kurtan
“have I missed something?”
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